Perturbative optical nonlinearities induced by static electric fields 1 have proven useful in visualizing dynamical function in systems including operating circuits 2,3 , electric and magnetic domain walls 4 , and biological matter 5 , and in controlling light for applications in silicon photonics 6 . Here, we extend field-induced second-harmonic generation to the non-perturbative regime. We demonstrate that static or transient fields up to terahertz (THz) frequencies applied to silicon and ZnO crystals generate even-order high harmonics. Images of the even harmonics confirm that static fields delivered with conventional electronics control the spatial properties of the high-harmonic emission. Extending our methodology to higher-harmonic photon energies 7,8 paves the way for realizing active optics in the extreme ultraviolet and will allow imaging of operating electronic circuits 9 , of Si-photonic devices 10 and of other functional materials 11,12 , with higher spatio-temporal resolution than perturbative methods. For THz spectroscopy, our method has the bandwidth to allow measurement of attosecond transients imprinted on THz waveforms.
, of Si-photonic devices 10 and of other functional materials 11, 12 , with higher spatio-temporal resolution than perturbative methods. For THz spectroscopy, our method has the bandwidth to allow measurement of attosecond transients imprinted on THz waveforms.
When intense light irradiates a crystal that lacks inversion symmetry, the induced dipole is different for one half-cycle of the driving laser field than for the following half-cycle, resulting in the emission of radiation at the second-harmonic frequency 13 . This asymmetric response can be mimicked in centrosymmetric crystals that are biased by a static electric field 1 or a current 2 . The process can be interpreted as a third-order perturbative expansion of the nonlinear polarization at the second-harmonic frequency 14 , whereby one zero-frequency photon (E d.c. ) adds to two photons of the fundamental laser frequency (E ω ):
where χ (3) is the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility. Applications of this effect for high-speed wide-field imaging of electric fields in devices 2,3,15,16 and materials 4,5 are limited to micrometre spatial resolution, given by the wavelength of the second harmonic (in the visible spectral range). Time-resolved electron microcopy can also map electromagnetic fields of similar magnitude 17 , potentially with attosecond temporal resolution 18, 19 and-owing to the short de Broglie wavelength of high-energy electrons-nanometre spatial resolution. Here we use d.c. and THz fields to generate even-order high harmonics from solids 7, 8, [20] [21] [22] , thereby extending field-induced optical nonlinearities to the non-perturbative regime. We demonstrate wide-field imaging of static fields with sensitivity as low as a few volts per micrometre from patterned Si and ZnO crystals. Given that harmonic wavelengths as short as ~40 nm have been generated from other crystals 7, 8 , our method bears potential for achieving nanometre spatial resolution. Although current electronics is smaller-scale still, solid harmonics could fulfil an important role because it is a wide-field method, is rather simple and is compatible with coherent diffractive imaging 23 , solving the lack of optical elements at extreme ultraviolet wavelengths. Turning measurement into control, we show that standard electronics controls the spatial properties of the high-harmonic beam, and can therefore be used to make reconfigurable optical elements for vacuum-ultraviolet radiation.
We fabricate Au electrodes on two different materials: a 40-nm (001)-oriented Si single crystal and a 500-nm (0001)-oriented ZnO single crystal, both on sapphire substrates (see Methods for details). Infrared laser pulses with a centre wavelength of 2 µ m are focused to an intensity of ~0.6 TW cm −2 in Si and ~4 TW cm −2 in ZnO in the region surrounding the electrodes. Because of the nonlinear interaction, high-order harmonics are generated extending up to 6 eV (harmonic 10, at the ultraviolet transmission limit of our spectrometer): see Fig. 1 . In Si, the linear laser polarization is set parallel to the < 110> direction, where the nonlinear current is accelerated along the projection of the Si-Si bonds on the (001) plane. This orientation maximizes the high-harmonic yield ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). A characterization of the high-harmonic emission process in Si is reported in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). No significant dependence on crystallographic alignment is found from (0001)-oriented ZnO. High-harmonic emission from ZnO has been characterized elsewhere 20, 21 . When the electrodes are unbiased, only odd-order harmonics are generated, reflecting the inversion symmetry of the Si and (0001)-ZnO (red lines show a residual evenharmonic signal, whose origin is explained Fig. 1 caption) . When the electrodes are biased, the symmetry of electron-hole trajectories is broken, and even harmonics up to the eighth order (a wavelength of 250 nm) are detected (blue lines). The odd harmonics are unperturbed by the d.c. field.
In Fig. 2 we show a series of images recorded with an even or an odd harmonic when a static field is applied to silicon. Whereas the image recorded in the fifth harmonic (Fig. 2a,d ) contains the shadow of the Au electrodes because the Au blocks the odd harmonic, images recorded with the fourth harmonic (shown in Fig. 2b ,c,e,f) reveal the distribution of the static electric field around the electrodes. We see similar images in higher harmonics as well ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). The emission area, which is confined to a region near only one of the electrodes, may coincide with the depletion layer of the Schottky contact formed by the Au/Si stack 24 , which extends only < 10 nm from the idealized
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Letters NaTurE PHOTONIcS interface. Using a weak d.c. field with a component parallel to the driving field allows us to break the inversion symmetry of the oscillating dipole involved in the high-harmonic generation process, thereby generating even harmonics. Although it is possible to perturb the dipole with a perpendicular field 25 , stronger field strength is required to yield effects comparable to parallel polarization. Consequently, rotating the polarization of the driver from horizontal ( Fig. 2b,d ) to vertical (Fig. 2c,f) reveals the quadrature components of the field from which its vector can be obtained. We see that, for our prototypical device, the static field is polarized perpendicular to the edge of the Au electrodes, in the plane of the surface. The magnitude of the d.c. field is encoded in the relative brightness of the even and odd harmonics. The even harmonics have brightness 3% of that for the odd harmonics. Generating comparatively bright even harmonics by adding a known amount of second harmonic to the fundamental driver 21, 26 (see Supplementary Information), we can estimate a d.c. field strength of ~13 V µ m −1 . This sensitivity is comparable to other techniques [15] [16] [17] . Fields of this magnitude are present in modern electronic devices. The sign of the d.c. field can, in principle, be measured with the combined effect of d.c. and second-harmonic fields. The strongly anisotropic near-field emission of the fourth harmonic translates into markedly different propagation of the even harmonics compared with the odd harmonics. Therefore, we can control the spatial properties of a high-harmonic beam with electronic methods. Carefully designed electrodes will act as active optical elements, such as lenses and beam splitters, akin to electrostatic lenses for electron detection.
The even-harmonic signal increases quadratically with the applied voltage up to 300 V (Fig. 3a,b) , which is consistent with both the perturbative (equation (1)) and the non-perturbative model (see Methods). However, despite the high order of the harmonics, the even-harmonic intensity increases linearly with the driving laser intensity (Fig. 3c) , confirming that the even harmonics are non-perturbative with respect to the fundamental field. In fact, a perturbative nth harmonic requires n photons of the fundamental and one d.c. photon, thereby yielding an intensity scaling of the harmonic proportional to the nth power of the intensity of the fundamental.
It is now a small step to dynamical images of time-dependent electric fields. We create a movie of a time-dependent electric field generated by applying a voltage pulse to electrodes and delaying the pulsed signal with respect to the laser pulse. Supplementary Video 1 shows how the field builds up on the electrodes. Here, the pulsed field is delayed in steps of 4 ns with respect to the laser pulse. The degree of fidelity of the high-harmonic measurement can be appreciated in Fig. 4a where we show the spectrally integrated signal from the sixth harmonic from ZnO as a function of delay with respect to the applied electrical pulse. Because the electric field is sensed only during the sub-laser cycle life of the electron-hole pair, the method will resolve electric fields from d.c. to PHz frequencies 27 , as shown below.
In Fig. 4b we demonstrate the potential for measuring highspeed electric field transients by recording the sixth harmonic (red line) generated when the 2-μ m fundamental beam overlaps a THz pulse (blue line) in a ZnO crystal (see Methods for details about the experimental set-up). Our measurements show that high-harmonic generation will be an important new probe of THz fields. High harmonics have advantages with respect to other THz methods, such as electro-optic sampling 28 , because phase matching is relaxed owing to the very small penetration depth of highharmonic radiation. In fact, in Fig. 4b the electric field of the THz pulse measured with electro-optical sampling is also shown. For this measurement, we used a 2-mm-thick ZnTe electro-optic crystal (blue line). The retrieved pulse is longer than the pulse that we measure using high harmonics, probably as a result of improper phase matching in the thick ZnTe crystal. With appropriate temporal gating on the electron-hole excursion, high-harmonic sampling of THz waveforms will allow attosecond dynamics imprinted on a THz probe of materials to be retrieved, without using attosecond extreme-ultraviolet pulses.
Looking to the future, combining high-harmonic THz sampling with high harmonics perturbed by biased electrodes will enable us to provide interference of even harmonics from the THz pulse with those generated by the static field. Knowing the strength of the applied bias voltage, the peak field strength of a THz pulse can be directly evaluated. Compared with other coherent detection schemes of THz radiation 29 , which require strong-field ionization of gas atoms, solid-based high harmonics lowers the required infrared intensity by a factor of ~100.
In conclusion, high-harmonic generation in ZnO and Si-the most technologically relevant material-is an exquisitely sensitive electron-hole quantum sensor of the electric fields permeating materials. By localizing the emission very close to the electrodes, we have demonstrated basic control over the beam profile of the even harmonics. In the future, active optics for coherent vacuum-ultraviolet radiation-such as tunable lenses, beam splitters and mirrorscould potentially be realized by suitably designing the electrodes to achieve tailored customizable field distributions. These optics are available only at optical frequencies.
Dynamically imaging the even harmonics will enable us to record movies of electric fields in operating semiconducting and Si-photonic devices and near nanostructures with high temporal resolution and sensitivity of a few volts per micrometre, with the potential of high spatial resolution according to the short highharmonic wavelength. Chemically specific imaging can also be achieved, as suggested by a recent experiment that found a dependence of the high-harmonic intensity on doping the Si surface with Ga ions 30 . 
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Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi. org/10.1038/s41566-018-0193-5. . The square root of the harmonic signal follows the electric field (the harmonic signal scales quadratically with the applied perturbing field strength; see Fig. 3a ). The peak THz pulse is estimated at 27 kV cm −1 with electro-optic sampling. The echo pulse at ~12 ps in b is consistent with a THz pulse that performs a round trip in the sapphire substrate, after being reflected from the output and entrance surfaces.
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Fabrication of the electrodes. The electrodes are fabricated on the Si layer by a standard lift-off process: a 1.5-µ m-thick photoresist is spun and baked onto the sample, exposed on an EVG620 mask aligner under vacuum contact mode and developed into a tetramethylammonium-hydroxide-based solution. A 50-nm-thick Au layer (with a 5-nm-thick Cr adhesion layer) is then deposited on the patterned photoresist using electron-beam evaporation, and the sample is soaked in a solvent for few hours to complete the fabrication of the interdigitated electrodes.
Generation and detection of high harmonics.
For the experiments presented in the main text, laser pulses ~70 fs long with a centre wavelength of 2.0 µ m are generated from a commercial optical parametric amplifier (LightConversion, TOPAS-Prime) pumped by 1.6-mJ, 800-nm laser pulses at 10 kHz from a Coherent Legend Elite-CRYO System.
In the experiment presented in Fig. 4b , we generated even harmonics of a 2.1-µ m femtosecond source with a synchronized THz pulse (centre frequency ~0.15 THz). The THz pulse is generated by an interdigitated ZnSe large-aperture photoconductive antenna (LAPCA). The electrodes are made with Cr (adhesion layer) and Au. The LAPCA is biased at 14 kV cm −1 with a 1-kV, 20-ns high-voltage pulse, synchronized with femtosecond 400-nm pulses that photo-excite the LAPCA. The 400-nm pulses are obtained by frequency-doubling 800-nm pulses from a regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier. Residual visible and infrared light is blocked by a black polyethylene sheet. The THz pulses are tightly focused on a 500-nm ZnO film (grown over a 500-µ m-thick sapphire substrate, c-axis cut), in which high harmonics are generated by 2.1-µ m pulses overlapped in space and time with the THz pulse. The THz pulse generates even harmonics up to the eighth order (the highest order that the spectrometer can detect).
Harmonics are detected with an Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer up to a wavelength of ~200 nm.
Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
originate only from the microscopic generation process, because the linear optical properties of Si are 25
isotropic. 26 27
By perturbing the generation process with a weak second harmonic field added to the fundamental and 28 observing the high-harmonic response 21, 26 , we are able to calibrate the perturbing field strength. The 29 addition of a second harmonic with an intensity of 9 × 10 -4 of the intensity of the strong mid-infrared 30 driver -corresponding to a second-harmonic field strength of ~ 30 V/µm -generates even high-31 harmonics with ~ 20% the power of the odd harmonics, see Supplementary Figure 2 . With the addition of 32 a DC field, even harmonics at the ~ 3% level are generated. Therefore, given the quadratic scaling with 33 the perturbing field strength, we estimate the DC field strength to be ~ 13 V/µm. 34
In the two-color experiment of Supplementary Figure 2 , laser pulses of 55 fs duration with a central 35 wavelength of 3.7 µm (0.33 eV photon energy) are focused in a 40 nm Si single crystal at the same 36 intensity as in Fig. 1 . The film is plasma etched from its initial thickness of 500 nm. It is the same sample 37 used for Fig. 1 . Contrary to Supplementary Figure 1 , the beam is incident on the Sapphire side, but to 38 avoid birefringence the polarization is set parallel to the <100> direction. 39
40
Besides being able to calibrate the DC field strength, we can use the second-harmonic perturbation to 41 characterize the high-harmonic emission process from Si. As seen in Supplementary Figure 2 , the 42 intensity of each even high-harmonic modulates as we delay the second harmonic relative to the 43 fundamental. We find that, just as with gas harmonics 26 and with ZnO 21 , the fundamental to second 44 harmonic phase difference that maximizes the intensity of the even high-harmonics varies slightly for 45 each order. This characteristic phase variation indicates that the mechanism responsible for high-46 harmonic emission in silicon is the creation of an electron-hole pair near the minimum direct band gap (at 47 3.4 eV in Si) followed by acceleration along classical-like quantum trajectories until they re-collide and 48
